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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Skilled textile designer with an eye for color, trend, and pattern. Passionate about
maintaining a cohesive brand and positive customer experience, while creating fresh and
innovative designs within given constraints. Brings a creative, yet logical, perspective in a
collaborative work environment.

SKILLS
x
x
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x
x

Organization
Problem Solving
Collaboration
Trend Analysis
Textile Design

x
x
x
x
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Digital Design
Brand Development
Product Development
Adobe Creative Suite
Microsoft Office

WORK HISTORY
Lead Outdoor Designer | Culp, Inc. - Burlington, NC
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02/2022 - Current

Lead outdoor fabric designer and residential indoor upholstery fabric designer with a
focus on color, trend, and pattern development.
Participates in international travel to work with partner mills and source new product
developments for current trends.
Remains up to date with current trends through personal research, furniture markets,
and trend shows to create fresh color and design ideas.
Creates and presents trend presentations and fabric groupings specific to customer
requirements and increased sales.
Assists with graphic design as needed.
Works with sales team to create and maintain relationships with customers.
Assists in training newly hired employees.
Works closely with the design team to create seamlessly integrated fabric collections.
Works in fast-paced environment that requires skillful project and time management.

Designer II | Culp, Inc. - Burlington, NC

12/2019 – 02/2022

Designer I | Culp, Inc. - Burlington, NC

05/2017 - 11/2019

Soft Home Design Intern | Kohls Corporate - Menomonee Falls, WI
06/2016 - 08/2016
x
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Department: Seasonal Table Linens & Pillows, Lauren Conrad Bedding
Developed 4th of July table linen and pillow collection for summer 2017.
Created and presented trend research and product development ideas for multiple
product lines, while maintaining consistent brand identities.
Completed assigned projects in various departments to gain experience and
understand the importance of cohesion within the company's many sub-brands.

EDUCATION
North Carolina State University - Raleigh, NC
Bachelor of Science: Textile Design
x
x

Magna Cum Laude
Completed courses in Design, Brand Management & Marketing, and more.

Lorenzo De'Medici - Florence, Italy
x

Study Abroad: Spring 2016

05/2017

